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Abstract 
This paper concerns inter-procedural dataflow-analysis problems in which the dataflow infor- 
mation at a program point is represented by an environment (i.e., a mapping from symbols 
to values), and the effect of a program operation is represented by a distributive environment 
transformer. We present two efficient algorithms that produce precise solutions: an exhaustive 
algorithm that finds values for all symbols at all program points, and a demand algorithm that 
finds the value for an individual symbol at a particular program point. 
Two interesting problems that can be handled by our algorithms are (decidable) variants of 
the interprocedural constant-propagation problem: copy-constant propagation and linear-constant 
propagation. The former interprets program statements of the form x := 7 and x := y. The latter 
also interprets statements of the form x := 5 * y + 17. 
Experimental results on C programs have shown that 
Although solving constant-propagation problems precisely (i.e., finding the meet-over-all- 
valid-paths solution, rather than the meet-over-all-paths solution) resulted in a slowdown 
by a factor ranging from 2.2 to 4.5, the precise algorithm found additional constants in 7 of 
38 test programs. 
In contrast to previous results for numeric Fortran programs, linear-constant propagation found 
more constants than copy-constant propagation in 6 of 38 test programs. 
The demand algorithm, when used to demand values for all uses of scalar integer variables, 
was faster than the exhaustive algorithm by a factor ranging from 1.14 to about 6. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper concerns how to find precise solutions to a large class of interprocedural 
dataflow-analysis problems in polynomial time. Of the problems to which our tech- 
niques apply, several variants of the interprocedural constant-propagation problem 
stand out as being of particular importance. 
In contrast to intraprocedural dataflow analysis, where “precise” means “meet-over- 
all-paths” [ 161, a precise interprocedural dataflow-analysis algorithm must provide 
the “meet-over-all-valid-paths” solution. (A path is valid if it respects the fact that 
when a procedure finishes it returns to the site of the most recent call [28,4, 18,17, 
22,25,24,9,13]). In this paper, we show how to find the meet-over-all-valid-paths so- 
lution for a certain class of dataflow problems in which the dataflow facts are maps 
(“environments”) from some finite set of symbols D to some (possibly infinite) set 
of values L (i.e., the dataflow facts are members of Env(D,L)), and the dataflow 
functions (“environment transformers” in Enu(D,L) 5 Env(D,L)) distribute over the 
meet operator of Env(D,L). We call this set of dataflow problems the Znterprocedural 
Distributive Environment problems (or IDE problems, for short). 
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 
l We introduce a compact graph representation of distributive environment trans- 
formers. 
l We present an algorithm for jinding meet-over-all-valid-paths solutions. For general 
IDE problems the algorithm will not necessarily terminate. However, we identify a 
subset of IDE problems for which the algorithm does terminate and runs in time 
0(ED3), where E is the number of edges in the program’s control-flow graph and 
D is the number of symbols in an environment. 
l We study two natural variants of the constant-propagation problem: copy-constant 
propagation [lo] and linear-constant propagation, which extends copy-constant prop- 
agation by interpreting statements of the form x := a * y + b, where a and b are 
literals or user-defined constants. The IDE problems that correspond to both of these 
variants fall into the above-mentioned subset; consequently, our techniques solve all 
instances of these constant-propagation problems in time O(E MaxVisible3), where 
“MaxVisible” is the maximum number of variables visible in any procedure of the 
program. The algorithms obtained in this way improve on the well-known constant- 
propagation work from Rice [5, 121 in two ways: 
1. The Rice algorithm is not precise for recursive programs. (In fact, it may fall 
into an infinite loop when applied to recursive programs.) 
2. Because of limitations in the way “return jump functions” are generated, the 
Rice algorithm does not even yield precise answers for all non-recursive programs. 
In contrast, our algorithm yields precise results, for both recursive and non-recursive 
programs. 
l In Section 6 we present a demand dataflow-analysis algorithm for the class of IDE 
problems. This demand algorithm is more general than both the demand algorithm 
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of Duesterwald et al. [9] and the demand algorithm of Horwitz et al. [13]. For 
example, it can handle linear-constant-propagation problems, which neither of the 
above algorithms can handle. 
Q Our da&low-analysis algorithms have been implemented and used to analyze C 
programs. Our experimental results have shown that: 
l Although solving constant-propagation problems precisely resulted in a slowdown 
by a factor ranging from 2.2 to 4.5, the precise algorithm found additional constants 
in 7 of 38 test programs. 
l In contrast to previous results for numeric Fortran programs [ 121, linear-constant 
propagation found more constants than copy-constant propagation in 6 of 38 test 
programs. 
l The demand algorithm, when used to demand values for all uses of scalar integer 
variables, was faster than the exhaustive algorithm by a factor ranging from 1.14 
to about 6. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the copy- 
constant-propagation and linear-constant-propagation problems. Linear-constant prop- 
agation is used in subsequent sections to illustrate our ideas. In Section 3 we define 
the class of IDE problems. In Section 4, we define a compact graph representation 
of distributive environment transformers and show how to use these graphs to find 
the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution to a dataflow problem. Section 5 presents our 
algorithm for solving IDE problems. In Section 5.4, we discuss the application of 
our approach to copy-constant propagation and linear-constant propagation. In Sec- 
tion 6 we extend our algorithm to perform demand-driven dataflow analysis. Exper- 
iments in which our algorithm has been applied to perform copy and linear-constant 
propagation on C programs are reported in Section 7. Section 8 discusses related 
work. 
2. Distributive constant-propagation problems 
There are (at least) two important variants of the constant-propagation problem that 
fit into the framework presented in this paper: copy-constant propagation and linear- 
constant propagation. In copy-constant propagation, a variable x is discovered to be 
constant either if it is assigned a constant value (e.g., x := 3) or if it is assigned 
the value of another variable that is itself constant (e.g., y := 3; n := y). All other 
forms of assignment (e.g., x := y + 1) are (conservatively) assumed to make x non- 
constant. 
Linear-constant propagation identifies a superset of the instances of constant variables 
found by copy-constant propagation. Variable n is discovered to be constant either if 
it is assigned a constant value (e.g., x := 3) or if it is assigned a value that is a linear 
function of one variable that is itself constant (e.g., y := 3; n := 2 * y + 5). All other 
forms of assignment are assumed to make n non-constant. 
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Constant propagation is of importance in optimizing compilers for two rea- 
sons: (i) programs run faster when constants are substituted at compile time for 
constant variables; and (ii) the results of constant propagation enable other optimizing 
transformations, which in turn permits more efficient code to be produced. 
3. The IDE framework 
3.1. Program representation 
A program is represented using a directed graph G* = (N*,E*) called a super- 
graph. G* consists of a collection of flowgraphs Gl,Gz,.. . (one for each procedure), 
one of which, Gmain, represents the program’s main procedure. Each flowgraph Gp 
has a unique start node sp, and a unique exit node ep. The other nodes of the 
flowgraph represent statements and predicates of the program in the usual way,3 ex- 
cept that a procedure call is represented by two nodes, a call node and a return-site 
node. 
In addition to the ordinary intraprocedural edges that connect the nodes of the indi- 
vidual flowgraphs, for each procedure call, represented by call-node c and return-site 
node r, G* has three edges: 
l An intraprocedural call-to-return-site edge from c to r 
b An interprocedural call-to-start edge from c to the start node of the called procedure 
l An interprocedural exit-to-return-site edge from the exit node of the called procedure 
to Y. 
The call-to-return-site edges are included so that we can handle programs with local 
variables and parameters; the dataflow functions on call-to-return-site and exit-to-retum- 
site edges permit the information about local variables that holds at the call site to be 
combined with the information about global variables that holds at the end of the called 
procedure. 
Example 3.1. Fig. 1 shows an example program and its supergraph. For the moment 
ignore the edge labels. This program will be used in the rest of the paper as a running 
example. 
3.2. Interprocedural paths 
Definition 3.2. A path of length j from node m to node n is a (possibly empty) 
sequence of j edges, which will be denoted by [el, e2,. . , ej], such that the source of 
ei is m, the target of ej is n, and for all i, 1 <i < j - 1, the target of edge ei is the 
source of edge ei+i . Path concatenation is denoted by 11. 
3 The nodes of a flowgraph can represent individual statements and predicates; alternatively, they can represent 
basic blocks. In our examples and experiments, nodes represent individual statements and predicates. 
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declare x: integer 
program main 
begin 
call P(7) 
print (x) /* x is a constant here */ 
end 
procedure P (value a : integer) 
begin /* a is not a constant here */ 
if a > 0 then L~““.rn” 
a:=a-2 
call P (a) 
a:=a+Z 
fi 
x:=-2*a+5 
/* x is not a constant here */ 
end 
Fig. 1. An example program and its labeled supergraph G*. The environment transformer for all unlabeled 
edges is lenv.env. 
The notion of an (interprocedurally) valid path is necessary to capture the idea 
that not all paths in G* represent potential execution paths. A valid path is one that 
respects the fact that a procedure always returns to the site of the most recent call. 
To understand the algorithm of Section 5, it is useful to distinguish further between a 
same-level valid path - a path in G* that starts and ends in the same procedure, and 
in which every call has a corresponding return (and vice versa) - and a valid path - 
a path that may include one or more unmatched calls. 
Definition 3.3. The sets of same-level valid paths and valid paths in G* are defined 
inductively as follows: 
l The empty path is a same-level valid path (and therefore a valid path). 
l Path p 11 [e] is a valid path if either e is not an exit-to-return-site edge and p is 
valid, or e is an exit-to-return-site edge and p = ph 11 [e,] 11 pr where pt is a 
same-level valid path, ph is a valid path, and the source node of e, is the call node 
that matches the return-site node at the target of e. Such a path is a same-level valid 
path if ph is also a same-level valid path. 
We denote the set of valid paths from node m to node n by VP(m,n). 
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Example 3.4. In the supergraph shown in Fig. 1, the path 
Smai~~nl~sp-‘n4~n9~e~~n2 
is a (same-level) valid path; the path 
S,ain+nl+sr+n4+n9 
is a (non-same-level) valid path because the call-to-start edge nl + sP has no matching 
exit-to-return-site edge; the path 
is not a valid path because the exit-to-return-site edge eP ---f n7 does not correspond to 
the preceding call-to-start edge n 1 + sP. 
3.3. Environments and environment transformers 
Definition 3.5. Let D be a finite set of symbols. Let L be a finite-height meet semi- 
lattice with a top element T.4 We denote the meet operator by tl. The set Env(D,L) 
of environments i the set of functions from D to L. The following operations are 
defined on Env(D,L): 
l The meet operator on Enu(D,L), denoted by envl n env2, is Ad.(enul(d) fl envz(d)). 
l The top element in Env(D,L), denoted by 52, is M.T. 
l For an environment env E Env(D,L), d ED, and 1 E L, the expression env[d H Z] 
denotes the environment in which d is mapped to 1 and any other symbol d’ # d 
is mapped to the value env(d’). 
Example 3.6. In the case of integer constant propagation: 
l D is the set of integer program variables. 
l L = ZI where x 5 y iff y = T, x = I, or x = y. Thus, the height of ZI is 3. 
In a constant-propagation problem, Enu(D, L) is used as follows: If env(d) E Z then 
the variable d has a known constant value in the environment em; the value I denotes 
non-constant and T denotes an unknown value. 
Definition 3.7. An environment transformer t: Enu(D, L) 4 Env(D, L) is distributive 
(denoted by t: Env(D,L) 5 Em(L), L)) iff for every enul,enq,. . . E Env(D,L), and 
d E D, (t(nienvi))(d) = n,(t(envi))(d). Note that this equality must also hold for 
infinite sets of environments. 
3.4. The meet-over-all-valid-paths solution 
A dataflow problem is specified by annotating each edge e of G* with an environ- 
ment transformer that captures the effect of the program operation at the source of e. 
4 Hence, L is also complete and has a least element, denoted by I 
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Definition 3.8. An instance of an interprocedural distributive environment problem 
(or IDE problem for short) is a four-tuple, IP = (G*, D,L,M), where 
l G* is a supergraph. 
l D and L are as defined in Definition 3.5. 
l M: E* + (Env(D,L) % Env(D,L)) is an assignment of distributive environment 
transformers to the edges of G*. 
Definition 3.9. Let ZP = (G*, D,L,M) be an IDE problem instance. The meet-over- 
all-valid-paths solution of IP for a given node n EN*, denoted by MVP,, is defined 
as follows: 
MVP n Ef qEVP~~~z~,~,M(4)(WY 
where A4 is extended to paths by composition, i.e., 
M([ 1) = Aenv.env 
and 
M([e~,e~,...,ej])d~fM(ej)OM(ej_~)O ... oM(ez)oM(el). 
In an IDE problem, the environment transformer associated with an intraprocedural 
edge e represents a safe approximation to the actual semantics of the code at the source 
of e. Functions on call-to-return-site edges extract (from the dataflow information valid 
immediately before the call) dataflow information about local variables that must be re- 
established after the return from the call. Functions on exit-to-return-site edges extract 
dataflow information that is both valid at the exit site of the called procedure and 
relevant o the calling procedure. 
Note that call-to-return-site edges introduce some additional paths in the supergraph 
that do not correspond to standard program-execution paths. The intuition behind the 
IDE framework is that the interprocedurally valid paths of Definition 3.3 correspond to 
“paths of action” for particular subsets of the runtime entities (e.g., global variables). 
The path function along a particular path contributes only part of the dataflow informa- 
tion that reflects what happens during the corresponding run-time execution. The facts 
for other subsets of the runtime entities (e.g., local variables) are handled by different 
“trajectories”, for example, paths that take “short-cuts” via call-to-return-site edges. 
In the case of linear-constant propagation, the interesting environment transformers 
are those associated with edges whose sources are start nodes, call nodes, exit nodes, 
or nodes that represent assignment statements. 
Linear-constant propagation handles assignments of the form n := c and x := cl * 
y + Q, where c, cl, and c2 are literals or user-defined constants. The environment 
transformers associated with these assignment statements are of the form lenv.env[x H 
c] and Aenv.env[x H cl * env(y) + 4, respectively. For example, the transformer 
associated with edge n9 4 ep in the supergraph of Fig. 1 is Aenv.env[x H -2 * 
env(a) + 51. 
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For other assignment statements, for example, x := yfz, the associated environment 
transformer is Aenu.enu[x I-+ I]. This transformer is a safe approximation to the actual 
semantics of the assignment; the transformer that exactly corresponds to the semantics, 
Aenv.env[x H env(y) + enu(z)], cannot be used in the IDE framework because it is not 
distributive. 
Whether edges out of start nodes have non-identity environment transformers depends 
on the semantics of the programming language. For example, these edges’ environment 
transformers may reflect the fact that a procedure’s local variables are uninitialized at 
the start of the procedure; that is, the transformers would be: lenv.env[xl H I][xl H 
11.. . [x, H I] for all local variables xi. The environment transformers for the edges 
out of the start node for the program’s main procedure may also reflect the fact that 
global variables are uninitialized when the program is started. For instance, in our 
running example we make the assumption that globals are uninitialized when execution 
begins, and thus the environment transformer associated with edge Smain -+ nl in the 
supergraph of Fig. 1 is Aenu.enu[x H I]. 
The environment transformers associated with call-to-start edges reflect the assign- 
ments of actual parameters to formal parameters. For call-by-value-result parameters, 
the environment transformers associated with exit-to-return-site edges reflect the assign- 
ments of formals back to actuals. For example, the transformer associated with edge 
nl --) sp in the supergraph of Fig. 1 is Lenu.env[a H 71. The transformer associated 
with edge ep + n7 in the supergraph of Fig. 1 is ienu.eno[a H T], since the value 
of the local variable a of P at ep has no impact on the value of the local variable a 
at n7. Instead, the value of a at n7 is equal to the value of a at n6, obtained via the 
environment transformer lenu.enu[x H T], which is associated with edge n6 --+ n7. 
In contrast, the value of the global variable x at n7 is equal to the value of x at ep, 
obtained via the environment transformer Aenu.enu[a H T], which is associated with 
edge ep -+ n7. 
Aliasing (e.g., due to pointers or reference parameters) can be handled conser- 
vatively. For example, if x and y might be aliased before the statement x := 5, 
then the corresponding environment transformer would be lenu.enu[x H 5][y +-+ 
(5 n enu(v))l. 
4. From supergraphs to “exploded” supergraphs 
In this section, we show that the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution in G* can be 
found by finding the “meet-over-all-realizable-paths” solution of a related problem in an 
“exploded” supergraph G’. G” is obtained by pasting together graphs that represent the 
“pointwise” behavior of G* ‘s environment-transformer functions. Representing these 
functions at a finer level of granularity leads to efficient dataflow-analysis algorithms 
because operations such as meets and compositions of functions can often be carried 
out by trivial, unit-cost operations on the pointwise representation. 
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Fig. 2. The pointwise representations for three of the environment transformers that occur in the running 
example program. 
A X Y 
1. N 1.1 1.1 1.5 
A 2 Y 
Fig. 3. The pointwise representation of the environment transformer lenu.env[x H 5][y u (5 n env(y))]. 
4.1. A pointwise representation of environment transformers 
One of the keys to the efficiency of our dataflow-analysis algorithm is the use of 
a pointwise representation of environment transformers. In this section, we show that 
every distributive environment transformer t: Env(D,L) 5 Env(D,L) can be repre- 
sented using a directed graph whose edges are labeled by functions from L to L. For 
example, Fig. 2 illustrates pointwise representations for three of the environment trans- 
formers from the example program shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 illustrates the pointwise 
representation of an environment transformer that approximates aliases as described in 
Section 3.4. 
In general, the pointwise representation of a distributive environment transformer 
t: Env(D, L) 5 Env(D, L) is a labeled graph with 2(0 + 1) nodes and at most (D + 1 )* 
edges. Each edge d’ -+ d is annotated with a function fdl,d from L to L. Function 
fd/d captures the effect that the value of symbol d’ in the argument environment has 
on the value of symbol d in the result environment. Function f,i,d is used to represent 
the effects on symbol d that are independent of the argument environment. For any 
symbol d, the value of t(env)(d)5 can be determined by taking the meet of the values 
5 We assume that application associates to the left; that is, t(eno)(d) equals (t(env))(d), not t((env)(d)). 
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of D + 1 individual function applications: 
t(enu)(d) = f/t,d(T) n d,$Dfdf,d(en+f)) 
Informally, we say that the “macro-function” t is represented by the “micro-functions” 
fd’,d. 
If an edge from d’ to d is labeled with the function lenu.T, it can be omitted from 
the graph (and we say that d does not depend on d’). 
These ideas are formalized in the following definition. 
Definition 4.1. Let t: Enu(D,L) -% Enu(D,L) be an environment transformer and let 
A be a symbol not in D. The pointwise representation of t, denoted by Rf: (DU {A}) x 
(D U {A}) -+ (L 5 L), is defined by 
1 
11.1 d’=d=/j (i) 
lZ.t( Q)(d) d’ = A,d ED (ii) 
i1.T 
&(d’, d) dzf 
d’eD,d = A (iii) 
2Z.T d’,d ED A VZ&Q[d H l])(d) = t(a)(d) (iv) 
il.1 d’,d ED A VZ.t(Q[d’ H l])(d) = t(Q)(d) n 1 (v) 
{ 
T 
‘I. t(Q[d’ 
I=T 
++ l])(d) O.W. 
> 
otherwise (vi) 
Also, for a given pointwise representation R,: (D U {A}) x (D U {A}) + (L 5 L), 
the interpretation of Rt, [RRrlj: Env(D,L) 5 Enu(D, L), is the distributive environment 
transformer defined by 
[RJ(env)(d) ‘&f Rt(4 d)(T) n d-iiRl(d’l d)(env(d’)) 
It is easy to verify that R,(d’,d) is always a distributive function. 
The intuition behind the definition of Rt is that macro-function t is broken down 
into micro-functions as discussed above. The general case is case (vi): micro-function 
R,(d’,d), where neither d’ nor d is A, is the t%nction 
Al. 
T l=T 
t(Q[d’ H l])(d) otherwise (2) 
This function captures the effect that the value of d’ in t’s argument environment has 
on the value of d in the result environment. 
The remainder of the cases can be explained as follows: 
Case (i): Case (i) is included for technical reasons so that the compositions of the 
micro-functions in the pointwise representations of functions tl and t2 correspond to 
the macro-function composition tz o tl . 
Case (ii): Case (ii) captures an upper bound on the value of d that will result 
from an application of t. The micro-functions Rl(A,d) capture the effects on d that are 
independent of the argument environment. These micro-functions play a role similar 
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to the “gen” sets of gen-kill problems. (Note that these are the only non-co-strict 
micro-functions in Definition 4.1.) 
Cases (iii) and (iv): The function AZ.T is used whenever possible: 
In case (iii), functions of the form &(&,A) do not appear on the right-hand side 
of Eq. (1) (and thus their values are irrelevant). 
In case (iv), II.T is used in place of (2) when, for all I, t(Q[d’ H E])(d) is equal 
to t(Q)(d) (i.e., R,(d’, A)(T)), in which case t(G[d’ H 1])(d) does not contribute 
anything new to the right-hand side of Eq. (1). 
Case (v): The identity function is used whenever possible, i.e., Al.1 is used in place 
of (2) when, for all I, the right-hand side of Eq. (1) will have the same value when 
1 is substituted for t(Q[d’ H Z])(d). 
Example 4.2. The general-case micro-function (case (vi) of Definition 4.1) is illus- 
trated by the micro-function on the 
-2 * em(a) + 51. In particular, 
R,(a,x) = il. C T G% H w> 
= lZ. 1 
T 
(Q[a H Z][x H 
= A/. C 
T 
(&?[a H I][x H 
edge a + x in Fig. 2(c), where t = lenv.env[x H 
Z=T 
otherwise 
l=T 
-2 * (Q[a H Z])(a) + 5])(x) otherwise 
I=T 
-2 * I+ 5])(x) otherwise 
=Al. T { 
Z=T 
-2 * 1+ 5 otherwise 
= Al. -2 * I + 5. 
The last step assumes that operations * and -t- are the natural extensions of multipli- 
cation and addition that also operate on T and 1. 
Cases (i)+v) are illustrated in Fig. 3, where t = Lenu.env[x ++ 5][y ++ (5flenu(y))]: 
By Definition 4.1(i), &(A,.4) = X.1. 
Since t(Q)(x) = Q[x H 5][y H (5 n Q(y))](x) = 5, R,(A,x) = 11.5 (case (ii)). 
Since t(Q)(y) = Q[x H 5][y H (5 r’ Q(y))](y) = 5 n Q(y) = 5 n T=5, R,(A,y) = 
11.5 (case (ii)). 
By Definition 4.l(iii), both R,(x,A) and R;(y, A) are HT. 
Since for all I, t(sl[x H Z])(x) = t(Q)(x) = 5, &(x,x) = XT (case (iv)). 
Similarly, since for all 1, t(Q[y H Z])(x) = t(Q)(x) = 5, R,(y,x) = A1.T. 
Finally, since for all I, t(Q[x H 1])(y) = t(Q)(y) = 5, &(x,y) = A.Z.T. 
Since for all 1, t(Q[y +-+ Z])(y) = sZ[x H 5][y ++ (5 n s2[y ++ l](y))](y) = 5 n 1 = 
t(Q)(y) n L MY, Y) = X.1 (case (v)). 
Theorem 4.3. For every t: Enu(D,L) 5 Enu(D,L), t = [R,Jj. 
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Proof. By Definition 4.1, we have to show that for every env E Env(D,L), and d ED, 
t(enuW) = DVKenu)(d) 
=&(Ad)(T) n dQo&(d’,d)(enNd’)) 
First, we claim that 
(3) 
(4) 
&(A,d)(T) fl n R,(d’,d)(enu(d’)) = t(Q)(d) n j-j t(CJ[d’ H env(d’)])(d) (5) 
d’ED d’ED 
To show (5), we first show that J holds in (5). By Definition 4.l(ii), R,(A,d)(T) = 
t(Q)(d), and by Definition 4.l(iv)-(vi), for every d’ E D, 
R,(d’, d)(enu(d’)) 2 t(Q[d’ H env(d’)])(d). 
Therefore, 
R&%d)(T) n fl &(d’,d)(enn(d’)) 2 t(a)(d) n n l(Qtd’ H eMd’M4 
d’ED d’ED 
We now show that C_ holds in (5). By Definition 4.l(ii), Rt(A,d)(T) = t(Q)(d), and 
by Definition 4.l(iv)-(vi), for every d’ f D, 
Rt(A,d)(T) fl R,(d’,d)(enu(d’)) & t(!S[d’ H enu(d’)])(d). 
Therefore, 
&(n,d)(T) n d,lD&(d’, d)(enu(d’)) 
= &(A d)(T) n ,?,(&(A d)(T) n Rt(d’, d)(eMd’))) 
5 t(Q)(d) n n t(C?[d’ ++ enu(d’)])(d) 
d’ED 
To complete the proof it is sufficient o show that 
t(enu)(d) = t(Q)(d) n n t(Q[d’ I-+ enu(d’)])(d) 
d’ED 
(6) 
This is shown by induction on k, the number of symbols in em that are not mapped 
to T. 
Basis: For k = 0, mu = Q and therefore all the terms of the form Q[d’ ++ enu(d’)] 
on the right-hand side of (6) are equal to 0. Hence, (6) trivially holds. 
Induction hypothesis: Let d be an arbitrary element of D and assume that for every 
enuEEnu(D,L) with exactly k symbols not mapped to T, (6) holds for t, d, and enu. 
Induction step: Let em E Enu(D,L) be an arbitrary environment with k + 1 symbols 
not mapped to T and let us show that (6) holds for t, d, and em. 
Let do E D, such that, enu(do) # T and let env , def = enu[do I+ T]. By definition, 
enu = envf fl SZ[do H enu(do)] and therefore, since t is distributive, 
t(enu)(d) = t(enu’)(d) n t(Q[do H enu(do)])(d). (7) 
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Since in env’, k symbols are not mapped to T, the induction hypothesis implies that 
t(env’)(d)=t(Q)(d) n n t(Q[d’ H end(&)])(d) 
d’ED 
=t(Q)(d) n t(Q[& H env’(do)])(d) ll n t(Q[d’ H enu(d’)])(d). 
d/ED-{do} 
By the definition of env’, enu’(do) = T and therefore S2[ds t-t enu’(do)] = Q. Hence, 
we get 
t(enu’)(d) = r(Q)(d) n d ED!ldOlf(Q[d’ ++ en401)(4. I (8) 
The proof is completed by substituting the right-hand side of (8) for t(enu’)(d) 
in (7). q 
4.2. The labeled exploded supergraph 
Definition 4.4. Let IP = (G*, D, L,M) be an IDE problem instance. The labeled ex- 
ploded supergraph of IP is a directed graph G” = (N”,E”) where 
N” EfN* x (Du {A}) 
and 
E” gf {(m,d’) -+ (n,d) ) m -+ nEE*,RMc,+,,(d’,d) # 11.T). 
Edge labels are given by a function EdgeFn: E” -+ (L 4 L) defined to be 
EdgeFn( (m, d’) -+ (n,d)) gf RMcm.+,,(d’, d). 
A path p in G’ is a realizable path if the corresponding path in G* is a valid path. 
We denote the set of realizable paths from an exploded-graph node mu to an exploded- 
graph node nR by RP(m’,n’). Same-level realizable paths, denoted by SLRP(m’,n’), 
are defined similarly. 
Also, for all paths p E VP(smain, n) and d E D U {A}, we use r(p,d) to denote the 
set of realizable paths from (Smain, /i) to (n,d) that correspond to p. 
Example 4.5. Fig. 4 contains the exploded supergraph for the running example pro- 
gram labeled with the non-identity EdgeFn functions. 
Definition 4.6. Let ZP = (G*, D, L,M) be an IDE problem instance. The meet-ouer- 
all-realizable-paths solution of IP for a given exploded node nr E N”, denoted by 
MRP,#, is defined as follows: 
MRP ‘zf ?I* n PathFn(q)(T) 
qE~~((%lfl,,~),~~f 
where PathFn is EdgeFn extended to paths by composition. 
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Fig. 4. The labeled exploded supergraph for the running example program for the linear-constant-propagation 
problem. The edge functions are all Il.1 except where indicated. 
We will show that the meet-over-all-valid-paths solution to an IDE problem can be 
obtained by finding the meet-over-all-realizable-paths olution in G’. A key step in this 
argument is to show that compositions of the macro-functions along paths in G* are 
emulated by compositions of the micro-functions along paths in G”. This is captured 
by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.7. For every n EN*, d ED, and path PE VP(smain,n), 
M(p)(Q)(d) = n PathW-NT) 
rEr(Pd) 
(9) 
Proof. By induction on the length of p. 
Basis: For a length-0 path p, r(p, d) = q5 and therefore both sides of (9) have the 
value T. 
Induction hypothesis: Assume that for a path p = [el, e2,. . . ei] E VP(smain, n) and 
for every d E D, the lemma holds. 
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Induction step: Let p’ = [el,ez , . . . , ej, ej+il E WSmain, n) and let d E D. We have 
M(P’XW4 = W(ej+l)oM(P))(W4 
= W(e,+l W(p)W)W) Definition of o 
= W&,+, )ll@f(~W))W Theorem 4.3 
= Rwe,+,,GW)(T) n n Rw,+,)( d’, d)(M(p)(Q)(d’)) Definition 4.1 
I’ED 
RM(~,+,)WW)~ 
= n R~(e,+,)(d’,d) n PathFn(r)(T) 
> 
Induction hypothesis 
d/ED rEr(p,d’) 
hwe,+,,(kWT)n 
= n fl &+,+, )(d’,d)(PathFn(r)(T>) 
d’EDrEr(p,d’) 
Distributivity of 
Rw(e,+, )(d’,d) 
= n n 
d’ED,Rw(,,+,)(d’,d)SI1.T rtr(p,d’) 
Rw,,, )(d’,d)(PathFn(r)(T)) 
We now state the theorem that is the basis for our algorithm for solving IDE 
problems. 
Theorem 4.8. For every nEN* and d ED, MVP,(d) = MRP(,p). 
PrOOf. Let p E VP(Sm&, n). Then, using Lemma 4.7 and the fact that r(p,d) G 
RP( (srnain, A) 7 (n, 4 )j 
M(p)(Q)(d) = n PathWr)U) 7 l-l PathFn(r)(T) 
rwm r~RP((sm.,~,n),(n,d)) 
= MRPl,,d) 
and therefore 
MVP,(d) = n M(p)(Q)(d) 2 MRP(,d) 
PE ~%m.,~) 
NOW let ro E RP((s,,i,,, A), (n, d) ) and let p be the corresponding path in G* . Then, 
by Lemma 4.7, 
M(p)(O)(d) = n PathFn(r)(T) C PuthFn(ro)(T) 
rWp,d) 
and therefore MVPn(d) L MRPc,,dj. 0 
The consequence of this theorem is that we can solve an IDE problem by solving 
the meet-over-all-realizable-paths problem on the labeled exploded supergraph. 
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5. An algorithm for solving IDE problems 
In this section, we present an algorithm to compute the meet-over-all-valid-paths 
solution to a given dataflow problem instance IP. The input to the algorithm is the 
labeled exploded supergraph G’. The algorithm computes a value vaZ(n’) E L for 
each exploded graph node n’ EN’. When the algorithm terminates, for all n” EN’, 
vaZ(n’) = MRP,,a. 
The algorithm operates in two phases, which are shown in Figs. 5 and 7. In Phase I, 
the algorithm builds up jump functions (recorded in JumpFn) and summary functions 
(recorded in SummaryFn). Jump functions and summary functions are defined in terms 
of edge functions (EdgeFn), and other jump functions and summary functions. In Phase 
II, the jump functions are used to determine the actual values associated with nodes 
of the exploded graph. 
5.1. Phase I 
Phase I is performed by procedure ForwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs, shown 
in Fig. 5. ForwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs is a dynamic-programming algorithm 
that progressively computes jump functions, which are functions from L to L, for longer 
and longer same-level-realizable paths in G ‘. The jump functions to (n, d) summarize 
the effects of same-level realizable paths from the start node of n’s procedure p to 
(n,d). There may be a jump function from &,d’) to (n, d) for all d’ E D U {A}. 
ForwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs also computes summary functions, which sum- 
marize the effects of same-level realizable paths from nodes of the form (c,d’), where 
c is a call node, to (r,d), where Y is the corresponding return-site node. 
ForwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs is a worklist algorithm that computes succes- 
sively better approximations to the jump and summary functions. It starts by initializ- 
ing jump and summary functions to AZ.T (lines [l]-[4]). The worklist is initialized to 
{@main, n) + (smain~A)l~ since we know that there is a length-O path from (Smain, A) to 
(Smain,/l) (line [5]), and JumpFn((s,,i,,A) -+ (srnain, A)) is initialized to the identity 
function, id (line [6). Fig. 6 depicts the configurations that are used by ForwardCom- 
puteJumpFunctionsSLRPs to progressively compute better approximations to jump and 
summary functions for longer and longer same-level realizable paths. 
To reduce the amount of work performed, ForwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs 
uses an idea similar to the “minimal-function-graph” approach [14]: Only after a jump 
function for a path from a node of the form &,dl) to a node of the form (c,dz) has 
been processed, where c is a call on procedure q, will a path from (sq, d3) to (+d3) 
be put on the worklist - and then only if edge (c,dz) + (Sq,d3) is in E’ (lines 
w~~31~. 
5.2. Phase II 
Phase II is performed by procedure ComputeValues, shown in Fig. 7. In this phase, 
the jump functions are used to determine the actual values associated with nodes of 
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procedure ForwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs() 
beein 
147 
for all ($,d’), (m,d) such that m occurs in procedure p and d’, d E D U {A} do 
JumpFn((s,,, d’) + (m, d)) = X1.T od 
for all corresponding call-return pairs (c, r) and d’, d E D U {A} do 
SummayFn((c, 6) ---) (7, d)) = X1.T od 
PUthWOdCLiSt := {(Sm,injA) --) (Sm&n,A)} 
JumpFn((s,,~,, A) 4 (smain, A)) := id 
while Path WorkList # 0 do 
Select and remove an item (s,,, dl) + (n,dz) from PathWorkList 
let f = JumpFn( (sp, dl) 4 (n, dz)) 
switch(n) 
case n is a call node in p, calling a procedure q: 
for each da such that (n, dz) + (a,+ dg) E En do 
Propagate ((sq,d3) + (sq,d3), id) od 
let r be the return-site node that corresponds to n 
for each da such that e = (n, dz) + (r, da) E En do 
Propagate((s,, 4) -, k,d3), EdgeW4 0 f) od 
for each da such that j3 = SummaryFn((n, ds) + (T, ds)) # X1.T do 
Propagate((s,, 4) + (r, 44, A 0 f) od end- 
case n iz the exit node of p: 
for each call node c that calls p with corresponding return-site node r do 
for each d4, dg such that (c, d4) -t (sp, dl) E Efl and (q, d2) + (r, d5) E Etl do 
let f4 = EdgeFn((c, d4) + (spr dl)) and 
fs = EdgeFn((er,&) + (r,ds)) and 
f’ = b-5 of of41 n SummaryFn((c,ds) + (~,hi)) 
if f’ # SummayI%((c,&) -+ (r, dt)) then 
SummayJ’n( (c, Q) -) (T, ds)) := f’ 
let sq be the start node of c’s procedure 
for each d3 such that f3 = JumpFn((a,, d3) + (c, d4)) # Xl.T do 
Propagate((s,, da) + (T, ds), f’ o f3) od A od od endcase 
default: 
for each (m, da) such that (n, ds) + (m, da) E En do 
Propagate( sr, dl) --+ (m, d3), EdgePn( (n, d2) -+ (m, d3)) o f) od endcase 
end switch od 
end 
procedure Propagate(e, f) 
begin 
;; 
let f’ = f ll funpI;fa(e) 
if f’ # JumpFn(e) then 
F: 
JumpFn(e) := f’ 
Insert e into PathWorkList A 
end 
Fig. 5. The algorithm for Phase I. 
the exploded graph. Phase II consists of two subphases: 
(i) An iterative algorithm is used to propagate values from start nodes to call nodes 
and from call nodes to start nodes. To compute a new approximation to the value at 
call node (c,d’) in procedure p, JumpFn((s,,d) -+ (c,d’)) is applied to the current 
approximation at node (+,,d) (lines [7]-[lo]). To compute a new approximation to 
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4 
Lines [12]-[13] Lines [15]- 
P 
Lines [21]-[24] 
PI 
Lines [28]- 
- 
- 
. . . . . ...) 
function cm ordinary E’edge 
function oncall-tc~e.lum-site E’edge 
or summary function 
function on call-to-start or 
exit-to-return-site E”edge 
jump function 
(possibly updated) jump function 
(possibly updated) summary function 
Lines [31]-[32] Key 
Fig. 6. The above five diagrams show the situations handled in the indicated lines of ForwardComputeJump- 
FunctionsSLRPs. 
the value at start node (sq,d’), EdgeFn((n,d) + (sq, d’) ) is applied to the current 
approximation at all nodes (n, d), where n is a call on q (lines [I l]-[13]). At the end 
of this subphase, for all procedures p and all d, vaZ( s,,d)) = MRP(,,d). 
(ii) Values are computed for all nodes (n,d) that are neither start nor call nodes. 
This is done by applying JumpFn( (+,d’) -+ (n,d)) to uaZ((s,,d’)) for all d’ (where 
p is the procedure that contains n), and taking the meet of the resulting values (lines 
P51-V71). 
Note that ZXZZ( (Smain, /i)) is initialized to I in Phase II(i). In fact, the initial value 
could be anything other than T; T cannot be used because then the test in Propagate- 
Value would fail, and the algorithm would not visit all nodes of the form (n, A). The 
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procedure ComputeValues() 
begin 
/* Phase II(i) */ 
PI for each nf E Nf do vu@) := T od 
121 ~ol((sma~n, A)) := _L 
I31 Node WorkList := {(smain, A)} 
1; 
while Node WorkList # 0 do 
Select and remove an exploded-graph node (n, d) from Node WorkList 
;;; 
switch(n) 
case n is the start node of p: 
PI for each c that is a call node inside p do 
M for each d’ such that f’ = JumpFn((n, d) + (c, d’)) # X1.T do 
t:9 
PropagateValue((c, d’) ,f’(ual((sp, d)))) od od endcaae 
case n is a call node in p, calling a procedure q: 
P21 for each d’ such that (n, d) --) (sq, d’) E En do 
;:“a 
PropagateValue((s,, d’), EdgeFn((n,d) 4 (.~~,d’))(val((n,d)))) od endcase 
end switch od 
/* Phase II */ 
P51 for each node n, in a procedure p, that is not a call or a start node do 
for each d’,d such that f’ = JumpFn((s,,d’) --) (n, d)) # X1.T do 
vul((n,d)) := val((n,d)) i- f’(vczl((s,,d’))) od od 
end 
procedure PropagateValue(nf, w) 
begin 
WI let ‘v’ = v il val(nf) 
;:; 
if u’ # vaI(nt) then 
val(nf) := r! 
WI Insert nt into Node WorkList A 
end 
Fig. 7. The algorithm for Phase II. 
particular non-T value is irrelevant: that value is propagated to all nodes of the form 
(n, A), but because the function on an edge from one of these nodes to a non-A node 
mB is always a constant function (see Definition 4.1), the value at (n, A) cannot affect 
the value at m’. 
Example 5.1. When applied to the exploded graph of Fig. 4, our algorithm discovers 
that x has the constant value -9 at node n3 (the print statement in the main procedure), 
and that a does not have a constant value at node sp (the start node of procedure P). 
During Phase I, the algorithm computes the following relevant jump and summary 
functions: 
Jzun~Fn((Sp,a) -+ (n6,a)) = X.1-2 
hmpFn((sp,a) --t (ep,x)) = 2. -2 * I+ 5 
SummaryFn((nl,A) + (n2,x)) = Al. -9 
fume’% brnain, A> -+ (n2,x)) = Al. -9 
JuwFnC (srnain, A) -+ @3,x)) = Il. -9 
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During Phase II(i), values are propagated as follows to discover that a is not constant 
at node sp: 
UUl( (Swain, A> > = 1 
ual((nl,Ll)) = -L 
vaZ( sp, a) ) = 7 
ual((n6,a)) = 5 
d((Sp,U)) = 5 n 7 = I 
During Phase JI(ii), JumpFn((s,,i,, A) + (n3,x)) is applied to uaZ((s,ain,/i)), pro- 
ducing 
5.3. 
It 
and 
uul((n3,x)) = -9 
Termination and cost issues 
is possible to prove the partial correctness of the algorithm given in Sections 5.1 
5.2 (i.e., if the algorithm finishes, then for every exploded-graph node n” E N”, 
uul(n’) = MRp,*). 
Theorem 5.2 (Partial Correctness of the Algorithm). 1f ComputeValues terminates, 
then for every node m EN* and d ED, uul((m,d)) = MRP(,,q. 
The algorithm does not terminate for all IDE problems; however, it does terminate 
for all copy-constant-propagation problems, all linear-constant-propagation problems, 
and, in general, for all problems for which the space F of micro-functions contains 
no infinite decreasing chains. (Note that it is possible to construct infinite decreasing 
chains even in certain distributive variants of constant propagation [28, p. 2061.) 
The cost of the algorithm is dominated by the cost of Phase I. This phase can 
be carried out particularly efficiently if there exists a way of representing the micro- 
functions such that certain operations on micro-functions can be computed in unit time. 
These termination and cost issues motivate the following definition. 
Definition 5.3. A class of micro-functions F G L 5 L has an efficient representation 
if 
l id E F and F is closed under functional meet and composition. 
l F has a finite height (under the pointwise ordering). 
l There is a representation scheme for F with the following properties: 
Apply: Given a representation for a function f E F, for every 1 E L, f (2) can be 
computed in constant time. 6 
6 We assume a uniform-cost measure, rather than a logarithmic-cost measure; e.g., operations on integers 
can be performed in constant time. 
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Composition: Given the representations for any two functions fi, f2 E F, a repre- 
sentation for the function f, o fi E F can be computed in constant 
time. 
Meet: Given the representations for any two functions fi, f2 E F, a representation 
for the function fi n f 2 E F can be computed in constant time. 
EQU: Given the representations for any two functions fi, f2 E F, it is possible to 
test in constant time whether fi = f 2. 
Storage: There is a constant bound on the storage needed for the representation of 
any function f E F. 
An IDE problem instance IP = (G*, D, L, M) is eficiently representable if for every 
e E E*, and d’,d E D, Rwc,,(d’,d) E F for some class of functions F that has an 
efficient representation. 
Note that in the above definition we do not impose any restrictions on RMc,,(d’,d) 
when either d’ or d is A. This is based on the assumption that the constant func- 
tions and the identity function can always be represented in an efficient manner. 
(Similarly, we assume that 1Z.T can always be represented in an efficient 
manner. ) 
In describing the cost of the algorithm it is convenient to introduce the notions 
of jump edge and summary edge. A jump edge is a pair of exploded-graph nodes 
whose jump function is not equal to lZ.T; likewise, a summary 
edge is a pair of exploded-graph nodes whose summary function is not equal 
to 1Z.T. 
The source of a jump edge is a node of the form (sp, d), where sp is the start node 
of some procedure p; thus, there can be at most D + 1 jump-edge sources in each 
procedure. Each iteration of Phase I extends a known jump edge by composing it with 
(the function of) either an E’ edge or a summary edge. There are at most 0(ED2) such 
edges. Because each edge e can be used in the operation “extend a jump edge along 
edge e” once for every jump-edge source, there are at most 0(ED3) such composition 
steps. 
For each jump edge and summary edge from an exploded node @,A), the jump- 
function value can change at most height-of-L times. Similarly, jump edges and sum- 
mary edges emanating from other exploded nodes (n,d), d E D, can change at most 
height of F times. Consequently, the total cost of Phase I, and thus of the entire al- 
gorithm, is bounded by 0(ED3) (where the constant of proportionality depends on the 
heights of L and F). 
In the case of both copy and linear-constant propagation, the size of D is bounded 
by MaxVisible (the maximum number of variables visible in any procedure of the 
program), and the height of L is 3. For copy-constant propagation, the height of F 
is 1; for linear-constant propagation, the height of F is 4 (see Section 5.4 below). 
Consequently, our techniques solve all instances of these constant-propagation problems 
in time O(E MaxVisible3). 
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5.4. Some ejficiently representable IDE problems 
5.4.1. Finite distributive subset problems 
The IDE framework generalizes a class of interprocedural dataflow-analysis prob- 
lems that we have treated in previous work. We call these problems the interpro- 
cedural, jinite, distributive, subset problems, or IFDS problems, for short. In IFDS 
problems, the dataflow facts form a finite set U, and the dataflow functions (which 
are of type 2” + 2”) distribute over the meet operator (either union or intersec- 
tion) [25,24, 131. The IFDS problems include all locally separable problems - the 
interprocedural versions of classical “bit-vector” or “gen-kill” problems (e.g., reaching 
definitions, available expressions, and live variables) - as well as non-locally-separable 
problems such as truly-live variables [ 111, copy-constant propagation [ 10, p. 6601, and 
possibly-uninitialized variables [25,24, 131. 
Every IFDS problem can be treated as an IDE problem by representing the set of 
dataflow facts as an environment that corresponds to the set’s characteristic function: 
Suppose U is the finite set of dataflow facts, and suppose the meet operation is U.’ 
The meet semi-lattice 2” can be represented as Env(U, {I, T}) where _L C T. If 
enu E Env(U, {I, T}) represents set S E 2 ‘, then env(u) = _L iff u E S. For example, 
the maximum environment iLu.T represents the set 8, the environment lu.T[x H I] 
represents the set {x}, and the minimum environment Au.1 represents the set U. 
When IFDS problems are treated as IDE problems, the only micro-functions that 
arise are id and X.1. All of the occurrences of micro-function X.1 are associated 
with edges of the form @,A) -+ (n,d). The only functions on “non-n” edges are 
identity functions. Since id o id = id and id n id = id, the class I = {id} is trivially a 
class of functions that has an efficient representation. 
5.4.2. Copy-constant propagation 
In copy-constant propagation, the micro-functions that arise are either id or of the 
form Il.c, where c is either a manifest constant that appears somewhere in the program 
or 1.’ However, all of the constant functions X.c are associated with edges of the 
form (m, A) -+ (n, d). Thus, th e only functions on “non-A” edges are identity functions, 
so again we are dealing with the class I = {id}, which is trivially a class of functions 
that has an efficient representation. 
5.4.3. Linear-constant propagation 
Linear-constant propagation can be handled using the set of functions FI, = {;ll.(a * 
I + b) fl c 1 a E 2 - {0}, b E Z, and c E Z,‘}. (The functions where a = 0 are the 
constant functions, and, as in copy-constant propagation, these are all associated with 
’ IFDS problems in which the meet operator is intersection can be handled by transforming them to a 
complementary union problem. 
8 Although copy-constant propagation can be handled as an IFDS problem - and hence encoded as an IDE 
problem with only the functions id and 11.1 as described in Section 5.4.1 - it is far more efficient to treat 
it directly as an IDE problem. (See the discussion in Section 8.1.) 
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“A” edges.) Every function f E Fl, can be represented by a triple (a, b,c), where 
a E Z - {0}, b E Z, c E ZI, and 
E=T 
otherwise. 
The third component c is needed so that the meet of two functions can be represented. 
For example, consider the code fragment 
if.. . then 
a: y:=5*x-7 
else 
b: y:=3*x+l 
Ii 
c: . . . 
Variable y is only constant at c when the initial value of x is 4, and in this case y’s 
value is 13. Micro-function Z?M(~+) (x, y), the micro-function into (c, y) from the then- 
branch, is X.5 * I - 7, which is represented by (5, -7, T). Micro-function RMM(~+~)(x, y), 
the micro-function into (c, y) from the else-branch, is 11.3 * Z+ 1, which is represented 
by (3,1, T). Therefore, R~M+~)(x, y) n R~(b-c)(~, y) is equal to the function 
II. 
{ 
13 z=4 
J_ otherwise 
which is also equal to the function JZ.(5 * Z - 7) ill3. It is the 
the function that corresponds to a triple, namely (5, -7,13). 
FI, has an efficient representation because: 
l id E FI, (a = 1, b = 0, c = T) 
latter way of expressing 
l Longest chains in Fl, have the form: lZ.T 7 1Z.(a * Z + b) 1 IZ.(a * Z + b) nc 7 11.1, 
for some a, b, c E Z. 
l The four representation requirements are met: 
Apply: Trivial. 
Meet: 
f hbl,cl n c2) al = a2,bl = b2 
(al,bl,cl) n (a2,hcd = (al,h,c) 
c = (al * lo + bl) n cl n c2, 
where lo = (bl - b2)/(a2 - al) E Z 
Composition: (al,bl,cl)o(a2,b2,c2) = ((01 *a2),(4 *b2+h),((al *c2+h)ncl)). 
Here it is assumed that x * T = T * x = n + T = T + x = T for 
XEZI andthatx*I=l_*x=x+I=I+x=_L forxEZ1. 
E&U: All representations except that of AZ.1 are unique. Any two triples in which 
c = I represent 11.1. However, equality can still be tested in unit time. 
Linear-constant propagation can be also performed on real numbers RI. In this case, 
the meet operation is slightly simpler because there is no need to test whether u2 - al 
divides bl - b2 evenly - only that ~22 # al if b2 # bl. 
otherwise 
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6. A demand dataflow-analysis algorithm 
In this section, we give a demand algorithm for the IDE framework. The demand 
algorithm finds the value for a given symbol d E D at a given supergraph node 7i E N*. 
The demand algorithm is similar to the exhaustive algorithm of Section 5. However, 
in the demand algorithm, the traversals of G” used to compute jump and summary 
functions are backwards (i.e., edges are traversed from target to source). Furthermore, 
whereas in the exhaustive algorithm all jump edges have sources of the form &,d), 
in the demand algorithm there are two different kinds of jump edges: 
l In procedure BackwardComputeJumpFunctions, the target of every jump edge gen- 
erated is the demand node (Z,d). These jump edges, which are recorded in the table 
JumpFnToQuery, summarize how the dataflow value at a given exploded node af- 
fects the value at @,d). 
l In procedure BackwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs, all the jump edges generated 
have targets of the form (ep,d). These jump edges, which are recorded in the table 
JumpFn, summarize the effects of same-level realizable paths from a node (n,d’) to 
(e,,d), where p is the procedure containing n. 
Given a demand for the dataflow value at exploded node (?i,d), A4RPl,,) is com- 
puted by procedure ComputeExplodedNodeValue, shown in Fig. 8, which has two 
phases: 
(i) The jump functions in JumpFnToQuery are computed by the procedure Back- 
wardComputeJumpFunctions, shown in Fig. 9, during a backwards traversal of G”. 
(ii) The meet-over-all-realizable-paths values are computed by the procedure Com- 
puteValuesForVisitedNodes, shown in Fig. 11. In particular, at the end of this proce- 
- 
dure, vaZ( n,d)) = h4RPt,,2,). 
The demand algorithm is a caching algorithm, i.e., the values of JumpFn, Summary- 
Fn, val, and Nodes WithKnown Values are accumulated across different calls to Com- 
puteExplodedNodeValue. We maintain the invariant that for exploded nodes in the 
Nodes WithKnown Values set, the meet-over-all-realizable-paths value is already stored 
in val. 
The procedure BackwardComputeJumpFunctions, shown in Fig. 9, is a dynamic- 
programming algorithm that computes jump functions from exploded nodes to the de- 
mand node Q&d), for increasingly longer paths. On every iteration of the while loop 
in lines [5]-[25], a node (n,d) is removed from the worklist, and procedure Visit is 
invoked to process some predecessor n’ of (n,d). If the meet-over-all-realizable-paths 
value of n# is known (i.e., n’ is in Nodes WithKnownValues), then ng is inserted 
into the set SourceNodesRelevantToQuery. (In phase (ii), procedure ComputeValues- 
ForVisitedNodes starts from nodes in SourceNodesRelevantToQuery and goes forward, 
computing values for successors.) If the meet-over-all-realizable-paths value of n” is 
not yet known, a better approximation to JumpFnToQuery(n#) is computed (lines 
[31]-[34]). If JumpFnToQuery(n*) changes, then np is placed into Node WorkList 
to be processed later in the main loop of BackwardComputeJumpFunctions. The node 
set VisitedNodes accumulates the exploded nodes that have been processed. 
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declare 
G’ = (N’, E’): global exploded supergraph 
JumpFn: global table of jump functions /* Preserved across calls */ 
initialization: for all (s,,, d’), (m, d) such that m occurs in procedure p and d’, d E D U {I 
JumpFn((s,,d’) + (m,d)) = X1.T 
od 
SummaryFn: global table of jump functions /* Preserved across calls */ 
initialization: for all corresponding call-return pairs (c, T) and d’, d E D U {A} do 
SummaryFn((c,d’) + (r,d)) = X1.T 
od 
val: global table of node values /* Preserved across calls */ 
initialiiation: for all n E N’ do 
?Jal((n, A)) := I 
foralldEDdo 
va1((n,d)) := T 
od od 
Nodes WithKnownValues: global node set /* Preserved across calls */ 
initialization: Nodes WithKnoumValues := {(n, A)ln E N’} 
JumpFnToQuery: global table of jump functions 
initialization: for all nr E Nr do 
JumpFnToQuery(nfl) := X1.T 
od 
Path WorkList: global set, initially empty 
Node WorkList, SourceNodesReZewantToQuery, VisitedNodes: global node set, initially empty 
procedure ComputeExplodedNodeValue( (K, 3) 
begin 
BackwardComputeJumpFunctious((fi, 3) 
ComputeValuesForVisitedNodes() 
for all nf E VisitedNodes do 
JumpFnToQueq(n$ := X1.T 
od 
end 
Fig. 8. The demand algorithm. 
The procedure BackwardComputeJumpFunctions employs the procedure BackwardCom- 
puteJumpFunctionsSLRPs to compute summary edges on demand. BackwardCompute- 
JumpFunctionsSLRPs is the “dual” of ForwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs, which 
appears in Fig. 5. BackwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs starts from the exit node of 
a procedure and progressively computes jump functions for longer and longer same- 
level realizable paths leading to the exit node. 
Unlike ForwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs, BackwardComputeJumpFunctions- 
SLRF% is able to make use of a technique for “short-circuiting” the computation of 
summary functions: Because AZ.l_ is the least element of the domain of micro-functions, 
if BackwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs ever discovers that function on a jump edge 
whose source is of the form (n,,4) + (eP, d I), there is no need to process any 
more jump edges to node (e,,dl). Therefore, on discovering such an edge, Backward- 
ComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs inserts the jump function X.1 into JumpFn( (+, A) -+ 
(e,,dl)) and into the worklist (lines [28]-[31]). Furthermore, when a jump edge 
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procedure BackwardComputeJumpFunctions( (A, 4) 
begin 
SourceNodesRelevantToQuey := 0 
ViGtedNodes := 0 
Node WorkLiat := { (5i, 4) 
JumpFnToQuey( (fi, 4) := id 
while Node WorkList # 0 do 
Select and remove an exploded-graph node (n, d) from Node WorkLGt 
let f = JumpFnToQuey((n,d)) 
switch(n) 
case n is a return-site node of a call node c in p, calling a procedure q: 
Path WorkList := 0 
for each d’ such that (e,, d’) -+ (n, d) E En do 
Propagate((e,,d’) + (e,, d’), id) od 
BackwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLRPs() 
for each d’ such that e = (c, d’) -B (n, d) E Eg do 
Visit((c,d’), (5i,;ij, foEdgeFn(e)) od 
for each d’such that f’ = SummayFn((c,d’) -+ (n,d)) # X1.T do 
Visit( (c, d’), (A, 4, f o f’)) od endcase 
case TZ is the start node of p: 
for each call node c that calls p do 
for each d’ such that e = (c, d’) -+ (n, d) E Efl do 
Visit((c, d’), (Z, 4, f o EdgeFn(e)) od endcase 
default: 
for each e = (m, d’) such that (m, d’) + (n, d) E Efi do 
Visit((m,d~, (?&a, f oEdgeFn(e)) od endcase 
end switch od 
end 
procedure Visit(ntl, (5i, 3, f) 
begin 
;;; 
if nn E Nodes W&Known Values then 
Insert nfi into SourceNodesRelevantToQuey 
WI else 
;y 
if nfi @ VisitedNodes then 
Insert nf into VisitedNodes fi 
tzj 
let f’ = f fl JumpFnToQuey(nfi) 
if f’ # JumpFnToQuey(nfl) then 
;:I 
JumpFnToQuey(nfl) := f’ 
Insert nfl into NodeWorkList A A 
end 
Fig. 9. Phase I of the demand algorithm. (Auxiliary procedure Propagate is given in Fig. 10.) 
(n,&) --) (e,,dl) is taken out of the worklist (line [4]), it is processed only if it 
is itself of the form (s,, A) + (e,,dl), or if JumpFn( (+,, A) + (e,, dl)) # 21.1. 
Procedure ComputeValuesForVisitedNodes, shown in Fig. 11, computes meet-over- 
all-realizable-paths values in a manner similar to procedure ComputeValues of Fig. 7. 
However, there are a number of differences: 
l ComputeValuesForVisitedNodes starts from the set of nodes SourceNodesRelevant 
ToQuery, rather than from the single exploded node (smain,A). 
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procedure BackwardComputeJumpFunctionsSLFtPs() 
begin 
PI while Path WorkList # 0 do 
1:; 
Select and remove an item (n, dz) -+ (ep, dr) from PathWorkList 
let f = JumpPn(b, d2) + b+, dl)) 
1:; 
if JumpFn((sp, A) ---) (ep, dl)) # X1.1 or n = sp and dz = A then 
switch(n) 
1;; 
case n is a return-site node of a call c in p, calling a procedure q: 
for each d3 such that (eq, ds) + (n, da) E En do 
1; 
Propagate((q, 4) --) (q, &jr 4 od 
for each ds such that e = (c, da) -+ (n, dz) E En do 
;:$ 
Propagate((c, da) 4 (ep, dl), f o EdgeFn.(e)) od 
for each d3 such that fs = SummaryFn((c, da) -+ (n, dz)) f XT do 
V4 Prwgate((c, 4 --) (%, dl), f 0 h) od end- 
1;; 
case n is the start node of p: 
for each call node c in q that calls p with corresponding return-site node r do 
;::; 
for each dd,ds such that (c,ds) -+ (n,dz) G El and (ep,dl) -S (F, d4) E En do 
let fs = EdgeFn( (c, db) 4 (la, dz)) and 
(171 f4 = EdgeW(ep, 4) 4 b, 4)) ad 
P81 f’ = (h 0 f 0 h) I-I SummwFn((c, dd -+ (T, 4)) 
g 
if f’ # SummaryFn( (c, ds) + (P, da)) then 
SummaryFn((c, ds) + (r, d4)) := f’ 
WI for each d3 such that f3 = JumpFn((r, d4) -+ (eq, d3)) # X1.T do 
12; 
Propagate((c, d5) + (e,, d3), f3 o f’) od A od od endcase 
default: 
;:; 
for each e = (m,d3) such that (m,d3) + (n,dz) E Eg do 
Propagate((m, d3) -+ (%, dl), f o EdgeFn(e)) od endcase 
WI end switch od A 
end 
procedure Propagate( (n, dz) + (ep, dl), f) 
begin 
1;:; 
let f’ = f fl JumpFn((n, ds) 4 (ep, dl)) 
iff’=X1.landd~=bthenn:=spfi 
t::j 
if f’ # JumpFn((ra, dz) ---) (ep, dl)) then 
JumpFn((n, 4 --) (ep, 4)) := f’ 
[311 Insert (n,ds) -+ (ep,dr) into PathWorkList A 
end 
Fig. 10. The algorithm to compute jump functions for same-level realizable paths on demand. 
l ComputeValuesForVisitedNodes only computes values for the nodes in Visited 
Nodes. This is done in order to decrease the running time for processing a sin- 
gle demand. 
l ComputeValuesForVisitedNodes involves only one phase. In contrast, ComputeVal- 
ues has two phases: in the first phase it computes meet-over-all-realizable-paths 
values for all call and start nodes; in the second phase it computes meet-over-all- 
realizable-paths values for all other nodes. 
Example 6.1. Consider the call ComputeExplodedNodeValue( n3,x)) for the exploded 
graph shown in Fig. 4. The following jump and summary functions are computed by 
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procedure ComputeValuesForVisitedNodes() 
begin 
PI Node WorkList := SourceNodesReleuantToQuery 
;; 
while Node WorkList # 0 do 
Select and remove an exploded-graph node (n, d) from Node WorkList 
1:; 
let v = val( (n, d)) 
switch(n) 
PI case n is a call on q in p with a corresponding return-site node T: 
;; 
for each d’ such that e = (n, d) -+ (sq, d’) E En A (sq, d’) E VisitedNodes do 
PropagateValue ((a,, d’), EdgeFn(e)(v)) od 
[91 for each d’ such that e = (n, d) + (T, 8) E 28 A (r, d’) E VisitedNodes do 
t:{ 
PropagateValue( (T, d’) , EdgeFn(e) (v)) od 
for each d’ such that f = SummaryFn((n,d) -P (~,d')) # X1.T A (T, d’) E VisitedNode 
;:; 
PropagateValue( (r, d’), f(v)) od endcase 
case n = ep: skip endcase 
;:: 
default: 
for each (m, d’) such that e = (n, d) + (m, d’) E El A (m, d’) E VisitedNodes do 
W PropagateValue((m, d’), EdgeFn(e)(v)) od endcase 
end switch od 
Nodes WithKnownValues := Nodes WtthKnomValues U VisitedNodes 
end 
procedure PropagateValue(nfl, v) 
begin 
;3 
let 21’ = ‘u il val( 74) 
if v’ # vaZ(ng) then 
PI d(d) := v’ 
PI Insert nfl into Node WorkList 8 
end 
Fig. 11. Phase II of the demand algorithm. 
BackwardComputePathFunctions: 
JumpFnToQuery( (n3,n)) = il.1 
JumpFnToQuery((n2,x)) = Al.1 
JumpFn((e,,x) -+ (ep,x)) = Al.1 
JumpFn( (n9, a) 4 (ep,x)) = Ai. -2 * I + 5 
JuvFn(( 8, ) ( n a -+ ep,x))=lZ.-2*(1+2)+5=X.-2*Z+l 
JumpFn((n7,a) + (e,,x)) = Al. -2 * 1+ 1 
JumpFn((n6,a) + (e,,x)) = AZ. -2 * I+ 1 
JumpFn((n5,a) + (eP,x)) = 3&l. -2 * I + 5 
JumpFn((n4,a) + (eP,x)) = Il. -2 * I+ 5 
JumpFn((+,,u) + (e,,x)) = AZ. -2 * I + 5 
SummaryFn((nl,A) + @2,x)) = ;IZ. -9 
JumpFnToQuery((nl,A)) = AZ. -9 
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The following values are computed by ComputeValuesForVisitedNodes 
val(n2,x) = -9 
vaZ(n3,x) = -9 
The reader may wonder why ComputeValuesForVisitedNodes is called to compute 
values for all visited nodes, when A4RPl,,,) can simply be computed as 
l-l JumpFnToQuery(n”)(vaZ(n”)) (10) 
at the end of BackwardComputeJumpFunctions. This simpler computation can be per- 
formed if the goal is an algorithm tailored to the task of answering a single demand. 
The algorithm as presented is tailored for better performance on a sequence of de- 
mands: Procedure ComputeValuesForVisitedNodes is invoked to make sure that the 
meet-over-all-realizable-paths value is known for all nodes visited during the call on 
BackwardComputeJumpFunctions. Consequently, on subsequent calls to BackwardCom- 
puteJumpFunctions - to satisfy later demands - these nodes need not be re-visited. 
Our demand algorithm is designed so that it has the same worst-case asymptotic 
complexity as the exhaustive algorithm of Section 5 when the sequence of demands 
consists of all N” nodes: In particular, the time is bounded by 0(,YD3) for efficiently 
representable IDE instances. 
Because a dataflow value at one point might depend on all other values at all other 
points, theoretically, the worst-case asymptotic complexity of the demand algorithm 
is O(ED3), even for a single demand. (This is true even if MRP(,,2) is computed 
immediately at the end of BackwardComputeJumpFunctions via (lo).) However, in 
the experiments discussed in Section I, the demand algorithm, used to demand values 
for all uses of scalar integer variables, was faster than the exhaustive algorithm in all 
cases. 
7. Experiments 
We have carried out several experiments to determine the feasibility of our proposed 
algorithms. Three dataflow-analysis algorithms were used in the experiments: 
Precise Exhaustive: The exhaustive algorithm of Section 5, which considers only 
realizable paths in G”. 
Precise Demand: The demand algorithm of Section 6, which also considers only 
realizable paths in G”. 
Naive Exhaustive: An exhaustive algorithm that considers all paths rather than just 
the realizable paths. This algorithm is safe, but may be less accurate than the precise 
algorithms. For example, for the program in Fig. 1, the Naive Exhaustive algorithm 
would not identify variable x as a constant at the print statement in procedure main. 
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The three algorithms were implemented in C and used with a front end that analyzes 
a C program and generates the corresponding exploded supergraphs for copy-constant 
propagation and linear-constant propagation (for scalar integer variables). 
In the experiments, pointers were handled conservatively: Every call via a procedure- 
valued pointer was considered to be a possible call to every procedure of an appro- 
priate type that was passed as a parameter or whose value was assigned to a variable 
somewhere in the program. Every assignment through a pointer was considered to con- 
ditionally kill all variables to which the “8~” operator was applied somewhere in the 
program; all uses through pointers were considered to be non-constant. 
Temporary variables were introduced as part of normalizing statements containing 
operations with side effects (e.g., pre- and post-increment). Without some care, this 
transformation could have distorted the relative performance of the exhaustive and de- 
mand algorithms: An exhaustive algorithm could spend considerable effort propagating 
dataflow information for temporaries beyond the sites at which they are used. This 
could have skewed the results artificially in favor of the demand algorithm. In our ex- 
periments, the effect was negligible because temporaries were reused: The total number 
of temporary variables was very small, and thus the cost of propagating information 
about temporaries was a small fraction of the total work performed by the exhaustive 
algorithms. 
The study used 38 C programs; some came from the SPEC integer benchmark 
suite [29] and some were standard UNIX utilities. Fig. 12 gives information about 
the characteristics of the test programs. The second column indicates the code size 
(lines of C source code after the C preprocessor has been applied and blank lines 
removed). The third column gives the number of uses of scalar integer 
variables. 
Tests were carried out on a Sun SPARCstation 20 Model 71 with 64 MB of RAM. 
We used each of the three algorithms to perform copy and linear-constant propagation 
on each of the 38 programs, recording running times and the number of uses of scalar 
integer variables that were detected as constants. These data are presented in Fig. 13. 
The number of constants detected by each algorithm, reported in columns 2, 4, 6, 
and 8, respectively, indicates the number of places found by each algorithm where 
constants could be substituted for variables to improve the code. In all our reported 
results, running times reflect the trimmed mean of five data points (i.e., all experiments 
were run five times, and the average running times were computed by discarding the 
high and low values). All running times are the sum of “user cpu-time” and “system 
cpu-time” (in seconds) for the algorithms once the exploded supergraph is constructed. 
Boldface is used to emphasize the cases in which the algorithms did not all detect the 
same number of constants. (The Precise Exhaustive and Precise Demand algorithms 
always detect the same constants; therefore, we have not repeated that data under 
“Precise Demand”.) 
These data allowed us to make the following comparisons: 
l The running times and accuracies of the Naive Exhaustive algorithm versus those 
of the Precise Exhaustive algorithm. 
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Example Line* 
of Scalar 
Integer 
Variables 
diff.diffh 303 137 
genetic 336 150 
allroots 427 70 
ul 451 168 
compress 657 288 
stanford 665 570 
clinpack 695 402 
travel 725 200 
lex315 747 197 
sim 748 1357 
mway 806 647 
pokerd 1099 475 
an&ape 1222 293 
10&%X 1255 251 
gcc.main 1285 363 
voronoi 1394 150 
ratfor 1531 515 
1lVC 1674 833 
struct.beauty 1701 338 
diff.diff 1761 663 
xmodem 1809 519 
compiler 190.9 594 
IeanLlearn 1954 199 
Pwo 1963 952 
triangle 1968 2154 
football 2075 1724 
dixie 2439 310 
eqntott 2470 939 
twig 2555 356 
cdecl 2577 244 
lex 2645 1402 
patch 2746 899 
assembler 2994 355 
UIIZiP 3261 920 
tbl 3462 1500 
gcc.cpp 4061 927 
simulator 4239 sag 
II 6054 431 
Fig. 12. Information about the 38 test programs. 
l The running times and accuracies of copy-constant propagation versus linear-constant 
propagation. 
l The running times of the Precise Demand algorithm versus those of the Precise 
Exhaustive algorithm. 
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Example 
diff.diITb 
genetic 
allrwta 
u1 
compress 
stanford 
clinPack 
travel 
lex315 
sim 
mw 
pokerd 
8lWtape 
loader 
gccmain 
voronoi 
ratfor 
live 
struct.beauty 
diff.diff 
xmodem 
compiler 
lelIrIl.leCWll 
gnuw 
triangle 
football 
dixla 
sqntott 
twig 
cdecl 
lax 
patch 
assembler 
UluiP 
tbl 
ECf.CPP 
simulator 
Ii 
Naive Exbawtive 
L 
COPY 
T conas 
1 
0 
10 
2 
16 
15 
123 
27 
3 
4 
7 
0 
5 
10 
12 
0 
4 
11 
7 
8 
6 
6 
2 
6 
0 
0 
7 
9 
3 
13 
4 
4 
9 
s 
0 
16 
7 
1 
time 
0.19 
0.09 
0.19 
0.26 
1.04 
0.49 
0.61 
0.39 
0.55 
0.86 
1.67 
0.95 
2.01 
1.34 
1.50 
0.94 
1.08 
2.09 
1.52 
4.13 
2.83 
1.57 
2.06 
1.17 
1.71 
3.94 
1.88 
2.13 
3.49 
1.48 
4.71 
5.47 
4.89 
4.32 
4.57 
9.17 
4.67 
12.32 
= 
-k Linear con&.s 
1 
0 
10 
2 
18 
15 
129 
31 
3 
4 
7 
0 
5 
10 
12 
0 
4 
11 
7 
6 
10 
6 
2 
6 
0 
0 
7 
9 
3 
13 
4 
4 
9 
9 
0 
15 
7 
1 
time 
0.19 
0.10 
0.18 
0.26 
1.06 
0.53 
0.63 
0.38 
0.57 
O.Q2 
1.66 
0.96 
2.03 
1.36 
1.56 
0.96 
1.11 
2.11 
1.67 
4.40 
2.85 
1.56 
2.09 
1.27 
1.74 
4.20 
1.92 
2.34 
3.56 
1.45 
5.16 
5.71 
4.95 
4.38 
4.66 
9.37 
4.70 
12.09 
C 
f; 
CC 
mna.s 
1 
0 
10 
2 
16 
15 
191 
36 
3 
4 
7 
0 
3 
10 
12 
0 
4 
11 
7 
8 
19 
6 
2 
10 
0 
0 
7 
9 
3 
13 
6 
4 
9 
12 
0 
15 
7 
1 
C 
VY 
T 
l- 
time 
0.53 
0.27 
0.52 
0.63 
2.59 
1.35 
1.57 
1.03 
1.56 
2.41 
4.56 
2.47 
5.30 
3.36 
4.14 
2.53 
2.93 
6.30 
4.18 
10.66 
7.25 
5.13 
4.73 
2.83 
4.22 
9.54 
5.43 
4.90 
6.38 
3.75 
12.73 
13.76 
12.41 
12.36 
10.14 
23.85 
12.17 
50.27 
C 
Lin 
cone* 
1 
0 
10 
2 
16 
15 
137 
3@ 
3 
4 
7 
0 
6 
10 
12 
0 
4 
11 
7 
8 
17 
6 
2 
10 
0 
0 
7 
9 
3 
13 
7 
4 
Q 
1s 
0 
21 
7 
1 
L 
thne 
0.60 
0.31 
0.58 
0.72 
2.91 
1.54 
1.79 
1.13 
1.75 
2.71 
5.38 
2.77 
5.96 
3.74 
4.43 
a.73 
3.12 
5.98 
4.77 
12.44 
8.29 
5.75 
5.31 
3.23 
4.78 
10.53 
5.90 
6.49 
9.39 
4.01 
13.02 
16.32 
14.14 
13.50 
11.47 
27.75 
13.09 
55.76 
C 
PIWCb 
COPY 
time 
0.17 
0.12 
0.10 
0.37 
0.97 
0.31 
0.38 
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Fig. 13. Running times and number of constants detected. 
7.1. Comparison I: Naive Exhaustive vs. Precise Exhaustive 
Fig. 14 summarizes the relative times of the Naive Exhaustive algorithm versus 
the Precise Exhaustive algorithm for both copy and linear-constant propagation. Re- 
call that the asymptotic running time of the Precise Exhaustive algorithm is bounded 
by O(E MaxVisible3), whereas the asymptotic running time of the Naive Exhaustive 
algorithm is bounded by O(E MaxVisible). In our test sample, we found that solving 
constant-propagation problems precisely resulted in a slowdown by a factor ranging 
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Fig. 14. The relative times of the Naive Exhaustive algorithm versus the Precise Exhaustive algorithm for 
both copy and linear-constant propagation. 
from 2.2 to about 4.5. However, the Precise Exhaustive algorithm found additional 
constants in 7 of the 38 test programs (see Fig. 13). 
7.2. Comparison 2: Copy-Constant Propagation vs. Linear-Constant Propagation 
Fig. 15 summarizes the relative times for copy-constant propagation versus linear- 
constant propagation (for both the Precise Exhaustive algorithm and the Naive Exhaus- 
tive algorithm). These results indicate that the overhead for performing linear-constant 
propagation is relatively minor. At best, copy-constant propagation is about 9% faster 
for the Naive Exhaustive algorithm, and about 16% faster for the Precise Exhaustive 
algorithm. 
We also compared the accuracies of copy and linear-constant propagation. In 
our study, linear-constant propagation found more constants than copy-constant prop- 
agation in 6 out of the 38 test programs for the Precise Exhaustive algorithm and 
in 3 out of the 38 test programs for the Naive Exhaustive algorithm. Furthermore, 
in 7 out of the 38 test programs, linear-constant propagation via the Precise Exhaus- 
tive algorithm found more constants than copy-constant propagation via the Naive 
Exhaustive algorithm. These results are in contrast to previous results reported by 
Grove and Torczon for numeric Fortran programs [12], in which no differences 
in accuracy were found between “pass-through parameter” constant propagation (which 
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Fig. 15. The relative times for copy-constant propagation versus linear-constant propagation (for both the 
Precise Exhaustive algorithm and the Naive Exhaustive algorithm). 
is even weaker than copy-constant propagation) and “polynomial parameter” constant 
propagation (which is stronger than linear-constant propagation). 9 
7.3. Comparison 3: Precise Demand vs. Precise Exhaustive 
Fig. 16 summarizes the relative times of the Precise Demand algorithm versus the 
Precise Exhaustive algorithm for both copy and linear-constant propagation. For the 
Precise Demand algorithm the times given in columns 10 and 11 of the table in 
Fig. 13 are the total times for a sequence of demands. However, a demand was not 
placed at every node of the exploded supergraph; instead, a demand was placed for 
every use of a scalar integer variable, since this information is sufficient to determine 
all opportunities for replacing variables by constants. (Thus, column three of the table 
in Fig. 12 gives the number of demands issued for each test program.) 
The Precise Demand algorithm was faster than the Precise Exhaustive algorithm on 
all test programs; the speedup observed ranged from 1.14 to about 6. 
8. Related work 
This paper concerns interprocedural dataflow-analysis problems in which the dataflow 
information at a program point is represented by an environment, and the effect of a 
9The algorithm used by Grove and Torczon in their study did not necessarily determine precise interpro- 
cedural information because of limitations in the way the algorithm handled “return jump functions”. This 
may have distorted their results. 
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Fig. 16. The relative times of the Precise Demand algorithm versus the Precise Exhaustive algorithm for 
both copy and linear-constant propagation. 
program operation is represented by a distributive environment transformer. We have 
described an algorithm to solve such problems precisely in polynomial time. In this 
section, we explain how our ideas and results relate to previous work. 
8.1. The IDE framework 
The IDE framework is based on earlier interprocedural dataflow-analysis frameworks 
defined by Sharir and Pnueli [28] and Knoop and Steffen [17], as well as the IFDS 
framework that we proposed earlier [25,24, 131. The IDE framework is basically the 
Sharir-Pnueli framework with three modifications: 
(i) The dataflow domain is restricted to be a domain of environments. 
(ii) The dataflow functions are restricted to be distributive environment transformers. 
(iii) The edge from a call node to the corresponding return-site node can have an 
associated dataflow function. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) are restrictions that make the IDE framework less general 
than the full Shari-Pnueli framework. Condition (iii), however, generalizes the Sharir- 
Pnueli framework and permits it to cover programming languages in which recursive 
procedures have local variables and parameters (which the Sharir-Pnueli framework 
does not). A different generalization to handle recursive procedures with local variables 
and parameters was proposed by Knoop and Steffen [17]. 
As discussed in Section 5.4.1, the IDE framework is a strict generalization of the 
IFDS framework. In IFDS problems, the set of dataflow facts D is a finite set and 
the dataflow functions (which are in 2O -+ 2D) distribute over the meet operator 
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(either union or intersection, depending on the problem). All IFDS problems can be 
encoded as IDE problems. On the other hand, only some IDE problems can be encoded 
as IFDS problems. For example, an IDE problem in which L is infinite - such as 
the linear-constant-propagation problem - cannot be translated into an IFDS problem. 
Consequently, this paper strictly extends the class of interprocedural dataflow-analysis 
problems known to be solvable in polynomial time. 
In addition, even when L is finite, the algorithm presented in this paper will perform 
much better than the algorithm for IFDS problems for many kinds of problems. For 
example, consider the problem of copy-constant propagation: In any given problem 
instance, the size of L is no larger than the number of literals in the program; the IDE 
version of copy-constant propagation involves environments of size D, where D is the 
set of program variables; by contrast, the set of dataflow facts for the IFDS version 
is D x L. This has a substantial impact in practice: For some C programs of about 
1300 lines that we tested, the IFDS version ran out of virtual memory, whereas the 
IDE version finished in a few seconds. (To date, we have run the IDE algorithm - for 
the more general linear-constant-propagation problem - on programs as large as 6000 
lines.) 
In our previous papers, we showed how IFDS problems could be solved precisely 
in polynomial time by transforming them into a particular kind of graph-reachability 
problem - not an ordinary reachability problem, but reachability along realizable paths. 
This transformation yields an efficient interprocedural dataflow-analysis algorithm be- 
cause the realizable-path reachability problem can be solved by an efficient dynamic- 
programming algorithm. In the present paper, we show how to generalize these tech- 
niques from IFDS problems to IDE problems. In making this generalization, the fol- 
lowing new issues arise: 
l Although the transformation we apply to IDE problems is similar to the one used for 
IFDS problem, the transformed problem that results is a realizable-path summary 
problem, not a realizable-path reachability problem. That is, in the transformed 
graph we are no longer concerned with a pure reachability problem, but with values 
obtained by applying functions along (realizable) paths. (The relationship between 
transformed IFDS problems and transformed IDE problems is similar to the rela- 
tionship between ordinary graph-reachability problems and generalized problems that 
compute summaries over paths, such as shortest-path problems, closed-semiring path 
problems, etc. [ 1,7].) 
l The algorithm’s efficiency depends on the use of compact representations of the 
functions that label edges in (the transformed) IDE problems. For example, in 
Section 5.4.3 we showed how the functions that arise in the linear-constant-propa- 
gation problem can be represented very simply using triples of integers. 
The IDE (and IFDS) problems can be solved by a number of previous algorithms, 
including the “elimination”, “iterative”, and “call-strings” algorithms given by Sharir 
and Pnueli and the algorithm of Cousot and Cousot [8]. However, for general IFDS and 
IDE problems, both the iterative and call-strings algorithms can take exponential time 
in the worst case. Knoop and Steffen give an algorithm similar to Sharir and Pnueli’s 
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“elimination” algorithm [ 171. The efficiencies of the Sharir-Pnueli and Knoop-Steffen 
elimination algorithms depend, among other things, on the way functions are repre- 
sented. No representations are discussed in [28,17]; however, even if the techniques 
of the present paper are used, because the Sharir-Pnueli and Knoop-Steffen algorithms 
manipulate functions as a whole, rather than pointwise, they are not as efficient as the 
algorithm presented here. 
Recently, Ramalingam has shown how a framework very similar to the IDE frame- 
work can be used to develop a theory of “dataflow frequency analysis” in which in- 
formation is obtained about how often and with what probability a dataflow fact holds 
true during program execution [20]. 
8.2. Constant-Propagation Algorithms 
Our algorithms for solving IDE problems can be used to find precise (i.e., meet- 
over-all-valid-paths) solutions for both copy and linear-constant propagation problems 
in polynomial time. For both copy-constant propagation and linear-constant propagation, 
there are several antecedents. A version of interprocedural copy-constant propagation 
was developed at Rice and has been in use for many years. The algorithm is described 
in [5], and studies of how the algorithm performs in practice on Fortran programs 
were carried out by Grove and Torczon [12]. The Rice algorithm has two potential 
drawbacks that our algorithms do not have. 
l The Rice algorithm is not precise for recursive programs. (In fact, it may fall into 
an infinite loop when applied to recursive programs.) 
l The precise function that captures how procedure p transforms an input environment 
is 
Lenv. ll M(r)(enu). 
6SLRP(sp,ep) 
(11) 
However, the Rice algorithm uses only an approximation to (11) (the so-called 
“return jump function”). Because of this approximation, the Rice algorithm does not 
even yield precise answers for non-recursive programs. 
In contrast, the solutions to copy and linear-constant propagation problems obtained 
with our algorithms are precise for both non-recursive and recursive programs. Our 
algorithms generate precise “return jump functions”: In particular, the collection of 
micro-functions of the form JumpFn((s,, d’) -+ (e,, d)) represents (11). 
An algorithm for precise copy-constant propagation (for both recursive and non- 
recursive programs) was given using the IFDS framework by Reps et al. [25,13]. 
However, as discussed in Section 8.1, there is a significant drawback to formulating 
copy-constant propagation as an IFDS problem: The running time and the space used 
both depend on the quantity “number of literals in the program”. 
We have also shown in this paper how to solve linear-constant-propagation problems, 
which in general find a superset of the instances of constant variables found by copy- 
constant propagation. Several others have also examined classes of constant-propagation 
problems more general than copy-constant propagation [15,30,12, 19,6]. 
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l Karr used linear algebra to define a safe algorithm for (intraprocedural) affine prob- 
lems (i.e., problems in which relationships of the form x := ul yi + . . . + akyk + c 
are tracked) [15]. 
l Steffen and Knoop address the more general problem of determining whether a 
subexpression (rather than a variable) has a constant value [30]. They define a de- 
cidable version of the problem and give an algorithm for the intraprocedural setting. 
In the case of loop-free code, the algorithm is optimal. 
l Grove and Torczon defined a class of polynomial jump functions [12], which are 
more general than the linear jump functions used in our work; however, because of 
limitations in the way they define “return jump functions”, their algorithm does not 
necessarily find precise interprocedural information. 
l An algorithm given by Metzger and Stroud can handle statements of the form 
x := ay + bz + c [19], which is a more general form than can be handled by 
the IDE framework. (The environment transformer that corresponds to such a state- 
ment, lenv.enu[x -+ a * env( y) + b * em(z) + c] is not distributive.) However, their 
algorithm is imprecise; it does not find the “meet-over-all-valid-paths” solution. 
l Carini and Hind defined an algorithm for interprocedural constant propagation (ex- 
tending the work of Wegman and Zadeck [33]) that can handle non-distributive 
dataflow functions (and thus is more general than our algorithm) [6]. However, 
since they do not propagate values from called functions back to calling functions, 
their results are even less precise than our Naive Exhaustive algorithm. 
Wegman and Zadeck [33], building on earlier work by Wegbreit [32], examined the 
interaction between constant propagation and dead-code elimination. This issue is not 
addressed in our work. 
8.3. Demand Datajow-Analysis Algorithms 
Section 6 presented a demand algorithm for solving IDE problems, and the ex- 
periments reported in Section 7 indicate that for constant-propagation problems in C 
programs the demand algorithm is superior to the exhaustive algorithm (at least in 
programs of up to 6000 lines). The relationship between the demand algorithm of 
Section 6 and the exhaustive algorithm of Section 5 is similar to the relationship that 
holds for IFDS problems between the demand algorithm of [25,13] and the exhaustive 
algorithm of [25,24]. 
One approach to obtaining demand algorithms for interprocedural dataflow-analysis 
problems was described by Reps [23,21]. Reps resented a way in which algorithms 
that solve demand versions of interprocedural analysis problems can be obtained au- 
tomatically from their exhaustive counterparts (expressed as logic programs) by mak- 
ing use of the “magic-sets transformation”, a general transformation developed in the 
logic-programming and deductive-database communities for creating efficient demand 
versions of (bottom-up) logic programs [26,2,3,3 I]. 
Reps illustrated this approach by showing how to obtain a demand algorithm for 
the interprocedural locally separable problems. Subsequent work by Reps et al. ex- 
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tended the logic-programming approach to the class of IFDS problems [25,24]. (The 
latter papers do not make use of logic-programming terminology; however, the ex- 
haustive algorithms described in the papers have straightforward implementations as 
logic programs. Demand algorithms can then be obtained by applying the magic-sets 
transformation.) 
A different approach to obtaining demand versions of interprocedural dataflow-analy- 
sis algorithms has been investigated by Duesterwald et al. [9]. In their approach, a set of 
dataflow equations is set up on the flow graph (but as if all edges were reversed). The 
flow functions on the reverse graph are the (approximate) inverses of the forward flow 
functions. These equations are then solved using a demand-driven fixed-point-finding 
procedure. 
The demand algorithm of Section 6 has the following advantages over the algorithm 
given by Duesterwald et al.: 
(1) Their algorithm only applies when L has a finite number of elements, whereas we 
require only that L and F be ofjnite height. For example, linear-constant propagation, 
where L has an infinite number of elements, is outside the class of problems handled 
by their algorithm. 
(2) Instead of computing the value of d at n, their algorithm answers queries of 
the form “Is the value of d at n J I?” for a given value I E L. In linear-constant 
propagation, there is no way to use queries of this form to find the constant value of 
a given variable. 
(3) When restricted to IFDS problems, the worst-case cost of the Duesterwald- 
Gupta-Soffa technique is O(E D 2D). In contrast, the worst-case cost of our demand 
algorithm is O(E D3). 
Duesterwald et al. also give a specialized copy-constant-propagation algorithm that 
remedies problems (2) and (3) for copy-constant propagation. 
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